
Welcome, Herzlich Willkommen, Bienvenue, 
Benvenuto, Benvinguts, 欢迎光临 !
The Association Swiss School Beijing (Trägerverein 
Schweizer Schule in Beijing) and Western Academy Beijing 
(WAB) are proud to announce the opening of the Swiss 
School Beijing in August 2017. 

The Swiss School Beijing will operate as a section of 
WAB. It will offer an education that is based on the 
Swiss curriculum and is delivered in a truly multicultural 
environment. Initially, the language of instruction will be 
predominantly German, with French being introduced in a 
second phase. 

We welcome children of Swiss and other nationalities 
interested in a German-language education within 
an international community. The school will begin with 
offering classes at Kindergarten and Primary 1&2 level and 
will subsequently roll out a new class each year. 

The Swiss School Beijing is recognised by the Swiss 
government and gets the support of the Canton of Zurich, 
its “Patronatskanton”.

Association Swiss School Beijing
The Association Swiss School Beijing is a non-profit 
organisation registered in Switzerland and established for 
the purpose of running the Swiss School Beijing.

If you wish to join our association, make your voice heard 
and participate in shaping the future of the school, please 
contact us at info@swiss-school-beijing.ch

Partnership with WAB
Western Academy of Beijing (WAB) is a leading 
international school in Beijing, with a long tradition of 
providing Mother Tongue Language Programs. Thanks to 
the partnership between WAB and the Association Swiss 
School Beijing, students of the Swiss School Beijing will be 

able to follow a German-language Swiss curriculum, while 
benefiting from friendly atmosphere and excellent facilities 
of WAB.

Educational Concept
Our school nurtures:

• A spirit of exploration 

• The motivation to learn

• Creativity and innovation

• Self-confidence and empathy

• Responsibility and reliability

• Respect for others and the environment

The Swiss curriculum “Lehrplan 21”, adapted to meet the 
needs of students in Beijing, will be taught by experienced 
teachers with Swiss teaching qualifications.

Students of the Swiss School Beijing will have the option 
to join WAB’s Chinese language program. This program 
caters for all levels, from beginners to native speakers. Like 
in Switzerland, English and French as foreign languages will 
be introduced in Primary 3 and 5, respectively.

Tuition fees
The tuition fees of the Swiss School Beijing will be similar to 
those of the Western Academy of Beijing, but reduced by 
the amount that the School receives in financial support 
from the Swiss government. 

In adherence with the Swiss “Federal law for the provision 
of Swiss education abroad” (SSchG), the School also has a 
Tuition Fee Discount Policy for Swiss families.

Would you like to know more?
We would be pleased to answer any question that you 
might have. Please contact us at  
info@swiss-school-beijing.ch or visit our website at  
www.swiss-school-beijing.ch

http://www.wab.edu
http://www.swiss-school-beijing.ch

